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In the fusion experiment WENDELSTEIN 7-X divertor plasma facing components have to withstand severe loading conditions. In

general thermally induced mechanical stressing turns out to be most critical with respect to life time predictions of the component. In

the specific case flat tiles of CFC grade NB31 are joined to the precipitation hardened CuCrZr heat sink by employing an active metal

cast (AMC)-Cu as an interlayer between CFC and CuCrZr. Residual stresses resulting from the manufacturing process act as initial

stresses in the subsequent operational heat flux loading. For the latter loading regime these stresses intrinsically are generated due to the

large contrast in the CTE for CFC and Cu.

Different design variants of those CFC flat tile armoured target elements have been analysed via the finite element package ABAQUS

aiming at derivation of an optimized component design. The numerical study comprises variants with different degrees of tessellation

of the CFC flat tile section, orientation of the CFC, lamellar design of the AMC-interlayer, and different designs of the cooling

channels. The thermo-mechanical material characteristics are accounted for the finite element models with elastic-plastic properties

being assigned to the metallic sections CuCrZr and AMC-Cu, respectively, and orthotropic nonlinear-elastic properties being used to

the CFC section. The latter has been realized in form of a user-defined material subroutine that is used at the integration point level of

the finite element model. In particular, twelve scalar-type damage parameters obeying their own evolution equations with respect to the

loading history account for specific stress-strain relationships in the three principal material directions and planes with six damage

parameters being used for normal loading under tensile and compressive stress states, respectively, and six parameters being used for

shear loading.

For the aim of model verification calculated surface temperatures, global deformations, and strains are compared to results of high heat

flux tests with reasonable agreement being found. Thus, the calculated temporal and spatial evolution of temperatures, stresses, and

strains for the individual design variants are evaluated with special attention being paid to stress measures, plastic strains, and damage

parameters indicating the risk of failure. Based on the experimentally confirmed model, the finite element analysis resulted in an

optimized design.
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